
JEPPESEN PUBLISHES AND DISTRIBUTES THE AMCC

April 30, 2008 – Englewood, CO. Jeppesen, the leading provider of General Aviation (GA)

information and navigation services has published and distributed the Aviators Model Code of

Conduct (AMCC) in its Airway Manual Express Service as well as in electronic form. Timothy

Howard, Jeppesen’s Strategic Accounts Manager stated, “Consistent with our commitment to

work closely with the aviation community and to increase safety through education, Jeppesen is

pleased to contribute its resources to provide a customized version of the AMCC.

The AMCC provides voluntary practices to advance flight safety, airmanship, and the GA

community. Its principles are presented within its seven sections: (1) General Responsibilities of

Aviators; (2) Passengers and People on the Surface;

(3) Training and Proficiency; (4) Security; (5) Environmental Issues; (6) Use of Technology; and

(7) Advancement and Promotion of General Aviation. To further the effective use of the

AMCC’s principles, sample recommended practices offer examples of how pilots might

integrate the principles into their own practices. Additionally, extensive commentary supports

the AMCC by addressing selected issues within the Code to elaborate on their meaning, provide

interpretive guidance, and help determine the most effective ways to adopt the AMCC.

For more than 70 years Jeppesen has made it possible for pilots and their passengers to safely

and efficiently reach their destinations. Today this pioneering spirit continues as Jeppesen

delivers essential information and optimization solutions to improve the efficiency of air, sea,

and rail operations around the globe. Jeppesen is a subsidiary of Boeing Commercial Aviation

Services, a unit of Boeing Commercial Airplanes. For addition information call (800 353-2108),

or visit <www.jeppesen.com>. In the Eastern Hemisphere call +49 6102 5070.

The AMCC is a living document, updated periodically to reflect changes in aviation practices

and the aviation environment. It is available as a free public service together with supporting

materials at <www.secureav.com>. The Permanent Editorial Board for the Aviators Model Code

of Conduct is presented at <www.secureav.com/PEB.pdf>. For further information about the

AMCC contact <PEB@secureav.com>.


